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Double hypernuclei

Baryon-Baryon interaction 
described by SU(3)f  symmetry 

S = 0,-1 
- nucleon scattering 
- hypernuclei experiment 

S = -2 
- valid data is limited 
- hyperon scattering experiment is difficult 

• τ : ~10-10s 

Double hypernuclei are important probes        
to study S=-2 physics 
- two Λs are in a nucleus 
- ΛΛ interaction can be extracted 
- Emulsion experiment is effective 

- detect sequential weak decays 
- <1μm position resolution
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TABLE I. Track lengths and emission angles from vertices A, B, and C of the Nagara event. Several values with underline are corrected
ones for typos in the previous paper [8].

Point Track Length (µm) θ (degree) φ (degree) Comment

A 1 8.1 ± 0.3 44.9 ± 2.0 337.5 ± 1.8 double-# hypernucleus
2 3.2 ± 0.4 57.7 ± 5.2 174.9 ± 2.9
3 88.6 ± 0.5 156.2 ± 0.5 143.0 ± 1.0

B 4 9.1 ± 0.3 77.7 ± 1.6 115.9 ± 0.8 single-# hypernucleus
5 82.1 ± 0.6 122.8 ± 1.0 284.2 ± 0.7 stopped in base
6 13697 81.0 ± 0.5 305.5 ± 0.2 π−

C 7 742.6 ± 0.6 138.5 ± 0.2 322.1 ± 0.3 stopped in D-Block
8 5868 ± 20 52.2 ± 1.2 123.7 ± 0.7 scattered before stopping

given to be 5.68 MeV by Nakamura et al. [20]. Although
we took 7.0 MeV as its upper limit in the previous paper,
interpretation of the event is not influenced by the new value
of the 7

#He binding energy.
We found again that the case of a #

6
#He is consistent in

both processes of production and decay as follows:

12C + %− → #
6
#He + 4He + t

↪→ 5
#He + p + π−.

Kinematic fitting has been performed for the vertices A and
B; the values of B## and 'B## were obtained as a function
of the %− binding energy (B%− ):

B## = 6.79 + 0.91 B%− (±0.16) MeV,

'B## = 0.55 + 0.91 B%− (±0.17) MeV.

Taking into account a B%− of 0.13 MeV [21] for the 12C-%−

system, the values of B## and 'B## are 6.91 ± 0.16 MeV
and 0.67 ± 0.17 MeV, respectively.

TABLE II. Possible production modes of the double-# hypernu-
cleus, the Nagara event. Although the vertex is also coplanar within
error, the cases of neutron emission are presented. Only the cases of
'B## − B%− < 20 MeV are listed. In case (1), values by kinematic
fitting for the vertices A and B are presented in the text.

Target 1 2 3 B## − B%− 'B## − B%−

[MeV] [MeV]

12C #
6
#He 4He p 2n >16.46 >10.22

12C #
6
#He 4He d 1n 14.08 ± 0.63 7.84 ± 0.63

12C #
6
#He 4He t 6.93 ± 0.19 0.69 ± 0.20 (1)

12C #
7
#He 4He p 1n 21.24 ± 1.24 12.88 ± 1.26

14N #
6
#He 7Li p 1n 24.02 ± 1.98 17.78 ± 1.98

14N #
6
#He 6Li d 1n 25.42 ± 1.25 19.18 ± 1.25

14N #
6
#He 4He 4He 1n 17.55 ± 1.47 11.31 ± 1.47

14N #
7
#Li 4He t 1n 25.79 ± 0.87 16.79 ± 0.87

14N #
8
#Li 4He d 1n 31.16 ± 1.50 20.00 ± 1.50

14N #
9
#Li p 4He 1n 31.06 ± 1.33 17.46 ± 1.33

16O #
8
#Li 4He 4He 1n 30.66 ± 0.83 19.50 ± 0.83

B. “Mikage” event

The event was tagged by a K+ meson of which mo-
mentum and mass were measured to be 1.105 GeV/c and
0.493 GeV/c2, respectively. Figure 3 shows a photograph
and schematic drawing of production and decay of a double-
hypernucleus for the Mikage event. A %− hyperon came to rest
at point A, from which two charged particles (tracks 1, 2) were
emitted. One of them (1) decayed into two charged particles
(3, 4) at point B. The particle of track 3 decayed again to two
charged particles (5, 6) at point C. The particle of track 6 was
escaping from the emulsion stack to the upstream Scifi-Block
detector (U-Block). The coplanarity calculated from angles
of tracks 3, 5, and 6 was −0.35 ± 0.13, so the three tracks
are coplanar within three standard deviations. The lengths and
angles of these tracks are summarized in Table III.

The particle of track 4 stopped in the emulsion after
nearly 20 mm flight from the decay point (B) of a double
hypernucleus. There are no charged particles emitted from its
stopping point. In order to identify the species of the track
4, we performed the energy-loss measurement (counting of
developed grain per unit length of emulsion, “grain density”)
at four regions within 10 mm from point B. If we assume the
particle of the track and its initial kinetic energy, the grain
density can be calculated for each region along the track.
Therefore, by minimizing the sum of the deviation between
the measured grain density and calculated one at each region
in the emulsion stack, we obtained the initial kinetic energy
and the goodness of the fitting (χ2) for each assumed species.
Meanwhile, the kinetic energy was also derived from the
range-energy relation, which is independent of the energy-loss
measurement. These results are presented in Table IV, and thus
the particle of track 4 was found to be a proton by comparison
of both data.
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FIG. 3. Photograph and schematic drawing of the Mikage event.
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BΛΛ     = 6.91 ± 0.16 MeV

ΔBΛΛ = 0.67 ± 0.17 MeV

weakly attractive



J-PARC E07 Experiment

Double hypernuclei search experiment 
- hybrid emulsion method


10 times lager statistics of E373         
(104 Ξ-stop) 

- Emulsion amount (x2), K- purity (x4), 
detector acceptance(x1.4)


- 100 double hyper nuclei candidates

- 10 species are expected to be 

identified

- study A dependence of ΔBΛΛ


detect X-ray from Ξ- atom with Ge 
detector array 

- background suppression by Ξ- stop 
tagging in emulsion


- first measurement in the world
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- tagged Ξ- 

- Ξ-
 stop in emulsion

2% of tagged Ξ- will stop in emulsoin

momentum 
distribution of Ξ- 

(simulation)

K+
Ξ-

diamond 
target

SSD Emulsion

K-

trace Ξ- track into emulsion

layers : 4 (XYX’Y’)

position resolution : 15μm

angular resolution  : 20mrad
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hybrid emulsion method



Setup

Beam Line 
Spectrometer

KURAMA 
SpectrometerEmulsion SSD 

Ge array

Diamond 
Target

QQDQ

magnets

KURAMA magnet
collimator

K-

K+

Ξ-

J-PARC K1.8 beam line

p(K-,K+)Ξ- @1.8 GeV/c

Acceptance : 280 msr

magnetic field : 0.72 T
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KURAMA spectrometer is newly constructed at J-PARC K1.8 beam line.



KURAMA detectors
Fabrication of BAC’s
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2 August 2014
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all detector were developed



Emulsion 6

Emulsion mover

move emulsion synchronized with spill

record position (resolution : a few μm) 44
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●cassette 
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Emulsion thin plate 
(after development)size : 350mm x  345mm


density : 3.4g/cm3


amount : 118 stacks (2.1t emulsion gel)

acceptable track density : 106/mm2

layer : 13


1 thin plate(0.38mm) + 11 thick plates(1mm) + 1 thin plate

components : C, O, N, H, Ag, Br …

Cassette

Emulsion stacks are packed in cassette.

Cassette are evacuated to fix emulsion plates.



KURAMA spectrometer

2016 May
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K1.8 beam line



Target region

Beam

HBX
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Emulsion cassette

SSD

9Target region



Diamond target

SSD

FBH Diamond

Diamond target is attached on the 
surface of FBH size : 5 cm(W) x 3 cm(H) x 3 cm(T)


    density : 3.24 g/cm3
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E07 2016 Run

KURAMA spectrometer commissioning and emulsion exposure were carried out 
at Jun. 2016.

18 stacks of emulsion were exposed.

Run-end photo @ K1.8 counting room

User time :  9.9 days

(request : 12 days)


Commissioning 
5.0 days


Emulsion exposure 
4.9 days (18stacks)

statistics : E373 x 1.5

(15% of all emulsions)
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Trigger

(K-,K+) trig : BH1 x BH2 x BAC x PVAC x FAC x TOF x Mtx
incoming K- outgoing K+

K-

K+

Ξ-
BH2BH1

BAC PVAC

FAC

Matrix Trigger (Mtx) 
select particle track in magnetic field 
by hit pattern combination (CH &TOF)

→select momentum & charge
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Trigger rate : 1380/spill (5.5s cycle)

- (K-,K+) : 1250/spill

- (beam, TOF) : 80

- (π, TOF) : 50


DAQ eff. : ~85%



Emulsion exposure

Beam condition

✤ K- intensity : 260k/spill

✤ K- purity : 82%

✤ beam size : σ(X) : 15.5mm


                    σ(Y) : 4.9mm
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Progress of exposure
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Procedure 
1. Exchange emulsion (0.5h)

2. pattern match (0.5h)

3. K- exposure (6h)


Emulsion plates were measured 
and packed in the dark room.


1 cycle (stack) need 7 hours.



Pattern match 14

Xmean:	166817	+-	5　[µm]		
Xsigma:										52	+-	6		[µm]

Ymean:	-158437	+-		4	[µm]		
Ysigma:												36	+-	5	[µm]	

region : (9mm)2	
<	25mrad,		1.7k	tracks

region	:	 (10mm)2	
<	50mrad,	3.1k	tracks

SSDEmulsion
We use pattern match method to align SSD and Emulsion.

Emulsion SSD

mark mark

We analyzed Emulsion and SSD   
to find p̅ tracks.


Pattern match signal was found. 

Evaluation of accuracy and 
efficiency is ongoing.



Analysis (KURAMA spectrometer)
✤ particle momentum are analyzed by  Runge Kutta

✤ K+ can be identified.
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Mass distribution
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Log

- proton background is large

- We will check SSD data with (K-,K+) 

reaction in order to search Ξ- track into 
emulsion
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Summary

✤ J-PARC E07 experiment is double hypernuclei search 
experiment with hybrid emulsion method


✤ 100 double hypernuclei will be detected including 10 identified 
species.


✤ Commissioning run for KURAMA spectrometer and emulsion 
exposure were performed in 2016 Jun.


✤ 18 stacks of emulsion were exposed. (15% of full statistics)


✤ Plan

- Ξ

- track will be searched by SSD analysis

- remaining 100 stacks of emulsion will be exposed in 2017.


• improve DAQ efficiency (mass trigger, reduce SSD noise)
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